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HIGHLIGHTS

- Although healthy individuals produce less force during bilateral muscle contractions compared to unilateral contractions, emerging evidence suggests that the paretic limb post-stroke may benefit from bilateral movement.
- The bilateral condition increased maximal grip force on the paretic side in the majority of people with post-stroke hemiparesis, but decreased maximal grip forces on the non-paretic side and on both sides of healthy controls.
- In a submaximal bilateral grip task, as might be expected during daily activities, there was no enhancement of paretic-limb performance.

ABSTRACT

Objectives: Although healthy individuals have less force production capacity during bilateral muscle contractions compared to unilateral efforts, emerging evidence suggests that certain aspects of paretic upper limb task performance after stroke may be enhanced by moving bilaterally instead of unilaterally. We investigated whether the bilateral movement condition affects grip force differently on the paretic side of people with post-stroke hemiparesis, compared to their non-paretic side and both sides of healthy young adults.

Methods: Within a single session, we compared: 1) maximal grip force during unilateral vs. bilateral contractions on each side, and 2) force contributed by each side during a 30% submaximal bilateral contraction.

Results: Healthy controls produced less grip force in the bilateral condition, regardless of side (-2.4% difference), and similar findings were observed on the non-paretic side of people with hemiparesis (-4.5% difference). On the paretic side, however, maximal grip force was increased
by the bilateral condition in most participants (+11.3% difference, on average). During submaximal bilateral contractions in each group, the two sides each contributed the same percentage of unilateral maximal force.

**Conclusions:** The bilateral condition facilitates paretic limb grip force at maximal, but not submaximal levels.

**Significance:** In some people with post-stroke hemiparesis, the paretic limb may benefit from bilateral training with high force requirements.
INTRODUCTION


Evidence supports interhemispheric inhibition as the predominant mechanism underlying the bilateral deficit phenomenon (Archontides and Fazey, 1993). During unilateral activity, a high level of cortical activation in one hemisphere has an inhibitory influence on the homologous cortical area in the opposite hemisphere (Asanuma and Okuda, 1962, Duque et al., 2005b). This effect, which suppresses mirror movements and supports motor control of intentionally unilateral actions, occurs via transcallosal connections between homologous cortical areas. Existence of the bilateral deficit phenomenon suggests that during maximal bilateral symmetrical contractions, both sides mutually inhibit each other, limiting the intensity of cortical activation and thereby limiting maximal muscle force production.
Insufficient force production due to limited neural drive is a primary impairment post-stroke (Rosenfalck and Andreassen, 1980, Young and Mayer, 1982, Jakobsson et al., 1992, Gemperline et al., 1995, Frontera et al., 1997). Since training under conditions that optimize motor performance may lead to greater recovery (Dobkin, 2004), it is important to understand how the bilateral condition affects various aspects of movement after stroke. Prior studies show that paretic limb reaching velocity is greater during bilateral versus unilateral efforts (Harris-Love et al., 2005, Rose and Winstein, 2005, McCombe Waller et al., 2006), and that training bilaterally may improve certain aspects of paretic limb function more than unilateral training does (Lin et al., 2009, Stoykov et al., 2009). Effects of the bilateral condition on paretic limb force production, however, remain unclear.

Only two published reports, with apparently conflicting results, have begun to address this issue (Li et al., 2003, McQuade et al., 2008). In one study of ten people with chronic hemiparesis, the bilateral condition had no effect on the paretic limb’s maximal elbow flexor force, although the non-paretic side produced, on average, 15% less force in the bilateral condition than it did in a unilateral effort (McQuade et al., 2008). These findings, combined with the bilateral deficit phenomenon in healthy individuals, suggest that cortical activation is not limited by the bilateral condition in the lesioned hemisphere, as it is on the non-lesioned side and in the intact nervous system. Another study, however, reported bilateral deficits of approximately 23% on both sides in seven people with stroke who performed unilateral vs. bilateral multi-finger flexion contractions (Li et al., 2003).

In this study, we investigated whether the bilateral condition affects force production differently on the paretic side after stroke, as compared to the non-paretic side and to healthy individuals. We compared maximal grip force across unilateral versus bilateral conditions.
within a single testing session, and included a group of healthy young adults to confirm that our protocol produced the expected bilateral deficit phenomenon in neurologically-intact individuals.

As the null hypothesis, we considered that people post-stroke might produce less maximal paretic-limb force during bilateral efforts compared to unilateral efforts, similar to the bilateral deficit normally observed. This possibility was supported by ample evidence of intact interhemispheric inhibition after stroke (Murase et al., 2004, Duque et al., 2005a, Butefisch et al., 2008, Perez and Cohen, 2009), and by the findings of Li et al. (2003) discussed above. As an alternative hypothesis, we proposed that the paretic side would benefit from the bilateral condition, and therefore would show no reduction in maximal grip force during bilateral versus unilateral efforts. This possibility was supported by the findings of McQuade et al. (2008) discussed above, reports of improved paretic limb reaching in the bilateral condition (Harris-Love et al., 2005, Rose and Winstein, 2005, McCombe Waller et al., 2006), and reports of improved outcomes after bilateral versus unilateral training (Lin et al., 2009, Stoykov et al., 2009).

Since most skilled movements performed in daily activities and post-stroke rehabilitation require only a small percentage of maximal force generating capacity (Wagner et al., 2007), influence of the bilateral condition on submaximal force production is highly relevant from a clinical perspective. We therefore included a submaximal task that required participants to maintain a pre-determined force level, using both hands to simultaneously grip separate dynamometers. As the null hypothesis, we considered that the bilateral condition might affect the paretic and non-paretic limbs similarly, and the two sides therefore would contribute equal percentages of their respective unilateral maximal force values in order to achieve the specified submaximal force level. As the alternative hypothesis, we proposed that the paretic limb would
benefit from the bilateral condition at submaximal force levels, and that it therefore would contribute a higher percentage of its maximal unilateral grip force, while the non-paretic side would contribute a lower percentage of its maximal unilateral grip force.

METHODS

Participants

Sixteen people with hemiparesis due to stroke were recruited from the St. Louis metropolitan area via the Brain Recovery Core Database and the Cognitive Rehabilitation Research Group Stroke Registry at Washington University, and from local support groups for people with stroke. Potential participants were included if they had been diagnosed with stroke and had persistent upper extremity paresis, demonstrated by Medical Research Council muscle test scores that were at least one grade lower on the paretic side compared to the non-paretic side. Potential participants were excluded if they: 1) had severe aphasia as indicated by a score of 2 or 3 on the Best Language item of the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS), 2) had severe hemispatial neglect, as indicated by a score of 2 on the Extinction and Inattention item on the NIHSS, 3) were unable to follow 2-step commands, 4) had musculoskeletal or other medical conditions besides stroke that limited either upper extremity, or 5) were unable to hold a grip dynamometer once it was placed in their hand. Since the bilateral deficit has been shown to be influenced by weight training and other similar athletic activities (Howard and Enoka, 1991, Taniguchi, 1997, 1998, Kuruganti et al., 2005), we also excluded people who participated in weight training, rock climbing, racquet sports, rowing, or any similar activities involving the upper extremities, at any time within the past year.
Fifteen healthy young people also participated, in order to provide reference values and to verify the presence of a bilateral deficit affecting grip force using the instrumentation and protocol employed in this study. Since the bilateral deficit has been shown to be similar across younger vs. older age groups, age-matching to the participants with hemiparesis was not considered necessary (Kuruganti et al., 2005, Yamauchi et al., 2009). Volunteers were included if they: 1) were between 20 and 35 years old, 2) had no history of any neurological disorder or musculoskeletal condition affecting their upper extremity on either side, and 3) had not participated in weight training or other similar activities within the past year. This study was approved by the Washington University Human Research Protection Office, and all participants provided informed consent prior to enrollment.

Clinical Measurements

Clinical scales were used to describe the sample of people with post-stroke hemiparesis. We assessed upper extremity function using the Action Research Arm Test (Lyle, 1981, Lang et al., 2006, Yozbatiran et al., 2008) and the Activities of Daily Living and Hand Function domains of the Stroke Impact Scale, version 3.0 (Duncan et al., 1999, Lai et al., 2002). Sensation on the palmar surface of the distal index finger was evaluated on the paretic side using Semmes-Weinstein monofilaments (Bell-Krotoski, 1991). Spasticity of the wrist flexors was assessed on the paretic side using the Modified Ashworth Scale (Bohannon and Smith, 1987). When possible, medical records were reviewed to identify lesion locations.

Maximum grip strength was measured in all participants using a Jamar grip dynamometer in its second position (Schmidt and Toews, 1970, Fess, 1992). For each side, we recorded the average score achieved in three unilateral attempts, each separated by 15 seconds of rest. This
common clinical method of assessing grip strength was used in addition to the experimental protocol described below, since the grip strength values from the Jamar method can be directly compared to published normative data (Bohannon et al., 2006) and to other studies of people with post-stroke hemiparesis.

Instrumentation

For the experimental protocol, grip force was measured using two Biopac strain gauge hand dynamometers (Model SS25, Biopac Systems, Inc., Goleta, CA). The same two dynamometers were used throughout the study. Each dynamometer was paired with a custom-designed differential amplifier that applied a low pass filter at 10 Hz and a gain of 2000. Signals were sampled at 20 Hz with an A/D converter (Model USB-1208LS, Measurement Computing Corp., Norton, MA). Prior to the study, linear response characteristics were verified and scale factors were determined for each dynamometer/amplifier pair using calibration weights ranging from 0 to 218 N and procedures recommended by the manufacturer. Zero offsets were determined immediately prior to each data collection session, by collecting five seconds of data with no load applied to the dynamometers. Because of differences in design and response characteristics, the Biopac dynamometers yielded different grip force values compared to the Jamar method, although recordings from the two methods were highly correlated ($r = 0.91$). The Biopac design employs a strain gauge at one end of the dynamometer, resulting in attenuation of grip forces that occur at a distance from the strain gauge. In contrast, the Jamar dynamometer, which is commonly used in clinical settings, consists of a hydraulic dual-post design capable of measuring all grip force exerted along the length of its handle.
Data was acquired using custom software created with LabVIEW 8.2 (National Instruments Corp., Austin, TX). The LabVIEW program randomly assigned which dynamometer would be used in each hand, randomly selected the order of conditions presented to the participant (left unilateral, right unilateral, or bilateral), and controlled the duration of each grip force trial and rest break. The program also applied the previously determined calibration parameters and stored data to a file.

**Positioning**

All data for each participant were collected within a single session. The participant was seated in a chair with a table in front and a pillow behind their back. Table height was adjusted to allow for symmetrical positioning of both upper extremities with approximately 30 degrees of flexion, abduction, and internal rotation at the shoulders, 60 degrees of flexion at the elbows, and neutral forearm supination/pronation. Versa-Form vacuum-molded pillows (Patterson Medical Products, Inc., Bolingbrook, IL) were used to provide firm support and to maintain this position throughout the data collection process. This standardized positioning minimized postural adjustments and compensatory movements that might otherwise affect grip force production, and ensured constant positioning across all trials. A laptop computer on a cart was placed in front of the table, for viewing by the participant.

**Maximal Grip Force Measurements**

Maximal grip force was assessed first. A computer-generated random sequence specified the order of three conditions (left unilateral, right unilateral, and bilateral). The sequence was repeated three times, yielding nine trials. Each effort was separated by two minutes of rest, to
minimize fatigue. Before each trial, the examiner placed a dynamometer in the hand(s) corresponding to the condition being tested and carefully positioned the upper edge of the dynamometer in the web space between the thumb and index finger. For unilateral trials, only the hand participating in the trial held a dynamometer, and the participant was asked to relax the other hand.

The participant was then instructed to watch the computer screen, wait for a green light to appear, and then squeeze as hard as possible with the appropriate hand(s). Visual feedback was provided on the screen in real time for motivation, using meters that displayed the force generated by each hand on a scale from 0 to 25 kg. The examiner also verbally encouraged maximum effort by yelling ‘Go, go, go’ loudly for the 5-second duration of each trial. After all maximal trials were completed, a 4-minute rest period was provided.

**Submaximal Grip Force Measurements**

Because upper extremity task performance generally utilizes only a small percentage of maximal force production capacity (Wagner et al., 2007), we examined whether potential effects of the bilateral condition on maximal force would also be observed in a submaximal task. In preparation for submaximal trials, the LabVIEW program determined peak grip force for each maximal trial, then averaged within trial types to obtain average peak grip force on each side for the unilateral and bilateral conditions. A target force level for the submaximal trials was calculated according to the following equation:

\[
30\% \text{ Submaximal Target} = (0.30)(\text{Left average unilateral grip force} + \text{Right average unilateral grip force})
\]
Data collection resumed with submaximal testing, which was performed only in the bilateral condition. On-screen visual feedback for the submaximal trials consisted of a single meter in the center of the screen, which displayed the *combined* force produced by the two hands together. The meter was scaled so that the participant’s 30% target force level corresponded with the vertical position of the meter’s needle, and the meter’s range spanned from 26% to 34% of maximal force. Given this feedback, the participant was unaware of how much force was contributed by each hand, but could see whether they were achieving the target force level with the two hands combined.

Prior to each trial, the examiner placed a dynamometer in each hand and instructed the participant to watch the computer screen, wait for a green light to appear, then squeeze with both hands, hard enough to make the needle point straight up. Participants were consistently encouraged to use both hands. No instructions were provided regarding distribution of effort or symmetry of force production, however, because we sought to capture the “natural” sharing of forces across the two hands. Three submaximal trials were completed, each separated by one minute of rest. Each trial ended once the participant maintained total grip force within ± 2% of their 30% submaximal target force level for three seconds.

**Analysis**

To examine maximal force production, peak force was determined for each maximal grip force trial, then averaged across the three repetitions of each condition to yield single values for each side in each condition, for use in the statistical analyses. For submaximal trials, analysis was restricted to the 3-second interval during which the combined force of the two sides remained within the target range (30% ± 2% of the participant’s maximal unilateral grip force on
the two sides combined. For each side, the average amount of force recorded during that interval was determined for each trial, averaged across the three submaximal trials, then expressed as a percentage of the average peak grip force measured during maximal unilateral trials on that side.

All statistical analyses were performed using Statistica software (Version 6.1, StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK). Prior to running the analyses, normal distributions of each variable were verified using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The criterion for statistical significance was set at $p < 0.05$.

To examine the effects of the bilateral condition on maximal force production, average peak grip force served as the dependent variable. In the hemiparetic group, we examined the effects of condition (unilateral vs. bilateral) and side (paretic vs. non-paretic) using 2 x 2 repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by Fisher LSD post-hoc tests where indicated. Fisher LSD tests were chosen to maximize the statistical power to detect differences between groups because of the relatively small sample size (Field, 2009). Both factors were within-subjects and were considered fixed effects.

For each side, we calculated the percent difference in maximal force across the unilateral vs. bilateral conditions using the following equation:

$$\% \text{ Difference} = \frac{(\text{avg bilateral max force} - \text{avg unilateral max force})}{\text{avg unilateral max force}} \times 100$$

Negative % difference values indicated less force production in the bilateral condition compared to unilateral efforts (i.e. a bilateral deficit), while positive values indicated greater forces during bilateral efforts (i.e. bilateral facilitation). Spearman rho correlation coefficients were used to examine relationships between the percent difference values and participant characteristics,
including time since stroke, paretic limb grip strength impairment, and paretic limb somatosensation.

To verify the existence of a grip force bilateral deficit in healthy individuals using our instrumentation and protocol, we examined effects of condition (unilateral vs. bilateral) and side (dominant vs. non-dominant) in the control group, using 2 x 2 repeated measures ANOVA. Because the side factor compared paretic vs. non-​paretic in people with hemiparesis and dominant vs. non-dominant in controls, analyses were performed separately for each group, rather than together with group included as a third factor.

To examine effects of the bilateral condition on submaximal force production across the two sides, the percentage of unilateral maximal force that was utilized during submaximal trials served as the dependent variable. For each group, a paired t-test tested for differences between the two sides (paretic vs. non-​paretic for participants with hemiparesis, non-dominant vs. dominant for controls).

**RESULTS**

Sixteen people with hemiparesis participated in this study. Demographics and results of clinical tests are provided in Table 1. Time since stroke varied from 6 weeks to 9.6 years, and exceeded 6 months in all except 3 participants. The group comprised a wide range of sensorimotor impairment and functional limitation, ranging from mild to severe. Lesion locations also varied, including five cortical, five subcortical, two that were both cortical and subcortical, and four unknown. As measured with a Jamar grip dynamometer, grip force on the paretic side ranged from 8 to 68% of the non-​paretic side.
Fifteen controls also participated, including 8 females and 7 males between 22 and 30 years of age (mean 24.4 ± 1.8 years). All were right-handed, by self report. Jamar grip strength on the dominant (right) side was 40.6 ± 12.5 kg. On the non-dominant (left) side, Jamar grip strength was 38.0 ± 13.1 kg, and was 93.3 ± 8.8 % of the dominant side.

Representative data showing maximal unilateral and bilateral grip force from one control and one participant with hemiparesis are shown in Figure 1. Each side of the control participant (1A) produced less peak grip force when contracting bilaterally than it did during unilateral contractions. The same pattern was seen on the non-paretic side of the participant with hemiparesis (1B). On the paretic side, however, peak force was greater during the bilateral effort.

Average findings in each group are shown in Figure 2. In the control group, peak grip force averaged 2.4% less during bilateral trials than during unilateral trials (main effect of condition, p = 0.04), thus confirming the presence of a bilateral deficit affecting grip force. The effect of the bilateral vs. unilateral condition did not vary across the two sides (no condition x side interaction, p = 0.60, comparison not shown, pooled across sides in Figure 2). As expected in the control group, grip force was greater on the dominant side compared to the non-dominant side (main effect of side, p = 0.05).

In the hemiparetic group, the effect of condition differed across the two sides (condition x side interaction, p = 0.01). On the non-paretic side, peak grip force averaged 4.5% less during bilateral trials than during unilateral trials (post-hoc p = 0.04). On the paretic side, peak grip force averaged 11.3% greater during bilateral trials than during unilateral trials (post-hoc p = 0.04). As shown in individual data in Figure 3, bilateral facilitation was observed on the paretic side in 9 of the 16 participants with hemiparesis. In contrast, the non-paretic side consistently
showed either a bilateral deficit or a minimal difference in force across conditions. Correlation analysis did not identify any significant relationships between the percent difference across unilateral vs. bilateral conditions, and participant characteristics including time since stroke, paretic limb grip strength impairment, and paretic limb somatosensation (Spearman rho < 0.50, p values > 0.05).

Results of submaximal grip force trials are shown in Figure 4. Representative data from one control (4A) and one participant with hemiparesis (4B) show the time series of force generation on each side, including the last three seconds of each trial, during which the combined force of the two sides was maintained within the target range. The control participant achieved the target force level utilizing roughly 30% of each side’s maximum unilateral force, and produced roughly the same amount of force on each side. The participant with hemiparesis also utilized roughly 30% of each side’s maximum unilateral force, but produced less force on the paretic side than on the non-paretic side, reflecting asymmetrical strength. Figure 4C shows averaged data for each side in each group. Grip force contributed by each side is expressed as a percentage of that side’s maximal unilateral force. In each group, the percentage of unilateral maximal force utilized during submaximal trials did not differ across the two sides (control group p = 0.36, hemiparetic group p = 0.25), showing that submaximal grip force was neither diminished nor facilitated by the bilateral condition. The paretic side did not use a higher percentage of maximal unilateral force than the non-paretic side did (paretic mean = 24.2%, non-paretic mean = 31.5%).

DISCUSSION
Maximal grip force testing confirmed the presence of the bilateral deficit phenomenon affecting finger flexors on both sides of healthy controls and on the non-paretic side of participants with hemiparesis. On the paretic side, however, 9 of the 16 participants showed no bilateral deficit, and instead showed greater maximal force production during bilateral efforts compared to unilateral efforts. In the submaximal task, however, the bilateral condition did not facilitate the paretic limb’s contribution. Instead, each side contributed approximately the same percentage of its respective maximal unilateral force.

An important finding of this study is that the bilateral condition enhanced maximal force production on the paretic side in some of the people with post-stroke hemiparesis. This finding extends results of a similar investigation, in which no bilateral deficit was found during maximal elbow flexor force production in ten people with chronic mild/moderate hemiparesis (McQuade et al., 2008). In addition to showing similar results in a more distal muscle group, our findings further suggest that the effect may be facilitation, rather than disinhibition, since more than half of our participants exceeded their unilateral paretic-limb performance during bilateral contractions. Together, these studies support the idea that, in some people post-stroke, the bilateral condition does not have the same negative effect on maximal descending neural drive in the lesioned hemisphere that it does in the non-lesioned hemisphere and in healthy controls.

Our results are contrary to those reported by Li et al. (2003), in which seven people with mild hemiparesis showed bilateral deficits on both sides. Since both studies assessed finger flexors, and given the lack of correlation that we showed between impairment severity and the bilateral deficit, the conflicting findings are difficult to explain based on muscle group or severity. Rather, methodological differences may explain the conflicting results. As described by Li and colleagues, they developed an alternative definition for the bilateral deficit, to allow
for assessment of various single- and multi-finger combinations. Bilateral deficit was defined as the unilateral vs. bilateral difference in the force deficit, where force deficit is the difference in force produced by an individual finger contracting alone vs. force produced by the same finger while contracting in combination with other fingers on the same hand. Although results using the conventional definition were not reported (unilateral vs. bilateral difference in maximal force produced by a muscle or muscle group), the authors clarified that the two indices showed similar patterns and statistically equivalent findings in healthy individuals (Li et al., 2000). Given our results and those of McQuade et al. (2008), comparison of the two indices in people with post-stroke hemiparesis appears warranted.

In contrast to our results in the maximal force production task, there was no evidence of facilitation of the paretic limb during the submaximal task. Instead, each side contributed approximately the same percentage of its maximal unilateral force. This finding is important, since upper extremity actions performed in daily life and rehabilitation typically require only a small percentage of maximal force generating capacity (Wagner et al., 2007). If the bilateral condition facilitates paretic limb performance only at high force levels, as our results suggest, perhaps the effects of bilateral training post-stroke could be enhanced by choosing tasks with high force requirements. Because bilateral facilitation of maximal force was seen in some, but not all of our participants, there may be a subset of people post-stroke, as yet undefined, that could benefit from bilateral, high force interventions. Conversely, the bilateral condition may have little impact on training effects achieved through repetitive practice of tasks with low force requirements. Further study in this area is needed.

It is not clear from the current literature whether the bilateral deficit phenomenon occurs during submaximal force production in healthy individuals. Its presence at submaximal levels
has been inferred based on high-speed isokinetic testing, which limits force levels by exploiting the force/velocity relationship of muscle contractions (Vandervoort et al., 1984, Yamauchi et al., 2009). Arguably, however, such protocols do represent maximal capacity for neural activation at the given speed, despite the limited forces achieved. Studies using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) have shown that interactions between hemispheres (Svoboda et al., 2002, Perez and Cohen, 2008) and the balance of excitability across hemispheres (Perez and Cohen, 2009) can differ across different levels of muscle activation. Additional studies are needed to further understand how neural activity changes within and across hemispheres as force increases from submaximal to maximal levels, and how the bilateral condition modulates those changes.

Although measurement of grip force behavior was sufficient to achieve the purposes of this study, the lack of neurophysiological methods and functional neuroimaging can be considered a limitation. Force measurements confirmed the bilateral deficit phenomenon in healthy controls and revealed its absence on the paretic side in some of the people with hemiparesis. Numerous previous studies in healthy controls have shown that bilateral vs. unilateral differences in force production are consistently accompanied by corresponding differences in electromyographical recordings and measures of cortical activation in the primary motor area (Howard and Enoka, 1991, Oda and Moritani, 1995, Taniguchi et al., 2001, Van Dieen et al., 2003, Post et al., 2007). Those measures, therefore, likely would have added little information. Use of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) or cortical motor conduction studies, however, may have helped to expose neural mechanisms. For example, recent fMRI studies suggest that alternative networks and pathways (e.g. secondary cortical motor areas, uncrossed corticospinal projections, cerebellar circuits) may be recruited to a greater extent when moving bilaterally vs. unilaterally (Luft et al., 2004, Wu et al., 2010, Whitall et al., 2011).
Future studies using fMRI may reveal whether neural pathways involving brainstem nuclei or specific secondary cortical areas (e.g. the supplementary motor area) are activated to a greater extent during bilateral force production. Future studies using TMS could further examine abnormalities in central motor conduction and changes in cortical excitability across the time course of force generation.

Limitations of this study also include the heterogeneity of participants in terms of stroke severity, time since stroke, and lesion location. Correlation analyses, however, suggested that these factors may have little influence on the effect of the bilateral condition. Limited information was available regarding lesion size, location, and pathways affected. Although the sample size was small, statistical power was adequate for testing of our hypotheses.

In summary, the bilateral condition resulted in increased maximal grip force production on the paretic side in more than half of the people with post-stroke hemiparesis, but decreased maximal grip force on the non-paretic side and on both sides of healthy controls. In a submaximal bilateral grip task, as might be expected during daily activities, each side contributed an equal percentage of its respective maximal unilateral force, thus showing no enhancement of paretic-limb performance in the submaximal bilateral task. Further investigations are needed to examine neural mechanisms and to test efficacy of bilateral training at high force levels after stroke.
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### Tables

**Table 1: Characteristics of participants with hemiparesis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td>62 ± 13 (47 – 91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of stroke</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ischemic</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemorrhagic</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Months since stroke</strong></td>
<td>34 ± 34 (1.5 – 115)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paretic side</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominant / non-dominant</td>
<td>8 / 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dominant side</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jamar grip strength on paretic side (kg)</strong></td>
<td>14.7 ± 7.6 (2.0 – 27.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jamar grip strength on non-paretic side (kg)</strong></td>
<td>34.3 ± 11.7 (19.0 – 60.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jamar grip strength on paretic side (as % of grip strength on non-paretic side)</strong></td>
<td>42.2 ± 17.9 (8.0 – 68.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sensation</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of smallest Semmes Weinstein monofilament sensed in 3 of 5 trials</td>
<td>2.83 n = 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.61 n = 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.31 n = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.56 n = 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.65 n = 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spasticity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action Research Arm Test</strong></td>
<td>34.4 ± 16.2 (8 – 56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stroke Impact Scale</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activities in a Typical Day Subscale</td>
<td>66.3 ± 15.2 (35 – 98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand Function Subscale</td>
<td>48.1 ± 25.0 (5 – 85)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are mean ± 1 standard deviation (range), unless otherwise noted

- **a** Maximal isometric grip strength assessed during unilateral contractions with a Jamar grip dynamometer in its second position.
- **b** Modified Ashworth Scale score of the wrist flexors on paretic side. 0-4 point scale where 0 = normal resistance to passive movement.
- **c** Paretic side, 0-57 point scale where 57 = normal upper extremity function
- **d** 0-100 point scale where 100 = normal activity or hand function
**Figure Legends**

**Figure 1:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Hemiparesis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>📈 Unilateral Dominate</td>
<td>📈 Unilateral Non-Dominate</td>
<td>📈 Unilateral Paretic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>📈 Bilateral</td>
<td>📈 Bilateral</td>
<td>📈 Bilateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>📚 Non-Dominant</td>
<td>📚 Non-Dominant</td>
<td>📚 Paretic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>📚 Dominant</td>
<td>📚 Dominant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1:** Maximal grip force (kg) in the unilateral and bilateral conditions in one control participant (A) and one person with hemiparesis (B). Each graph represents a 5-second trial. Arrows and numerical values indicate peak force (kg). On the non-paretic side of the person with hemiparesis, and on each side of the healthy young adult, grip force was diminished in the bilateral condition compared to the unilateral condition. The paretic side, however, produced greater peak grip force in the bilateral condition than it did in the unilateral condition.
Figure 2: Maximal grip force (kg) in unilateral and bilateral conditions (mean ± 1 SE, data was normally distributed as shown by Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, p > 0.20). In the control group (●; data pooled for dominant and non-dominant hands), peak grip force was 2.4% less in the bilateral condition than it was in the unilateral condition. For the group of participants with hemiparesis, the effect of condition differed between the two sides. The non-paretic side (■) showed 4.5% less peak grip force in the bilateral condition compared to the unilateral condition. On the paretic side (□), grip force was 11.3% greater in the bilateral condition.
Figure 3: Differences between unilateral and bilateral maximal force on the non- Paretic (■) and paretic (□) sides in participants with hemiparesis. Negative values indicate a bilateral deficit (less force produced in the bilateral condition vs. unilateral), while positive values indicate bilateral facilitation (greater force produced in the bilateral condition vs. unilateral). Nine of the 16 participants with hemiparesis showed bilateral facilitation on the paretic side. The percent difference in force across conditions was not related to the severity of paretic limb grip force impairment. For each side, Spearman rho < 0.50 and p > 0.05.
Figure 4: Submaximal grip force in the bilateral condition in one control (A) and one person with hemiparesis (B). The last 3 seconds of data, marked with a gray block, represent the interval during which grip force of the two hands combined was maintained within the target range. Numbers indicate the amount of force each side contributed during that interval, expressed as a percentage of that side’s maximal unilateral grip force. Group data (C), show no significant difference between sides in either group (p > 0.05). The lack of a significant
difference between sides in the participants with hemiparesis suggests that the bilateral condition did not enhance submaximal grip force production on the paretic side.